
Crisp chilly air, grey skies, the promise of snow, the 
warmth of hot chocolate. Family traditions, like baking 
cookies and decorating the home, are in full swing. 

It is the time of year where matching your entire family in head-to-toe 
flannel is completely acceptable. 

One of my favorite holiday traditions is watching my girls open their 
matching jammies from my mom. The smiles get me every time. 

This year, I wanted to add a little extra individualized touch to those 
pajamas. Armed with some quotes from our family’s favorite holiday 
movie, I made a plan. 
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Use More Than One HTV
Instead of using just one heat transfer vinyl on all the pajamas, I 
selected all white HTV in different finishes and textures. This gives 
our jammies some dimension while still contrasting well with the 
black and red buffalo check. I used a combo of CAD-CUT® Ultraweed 
and CAD-CUT® Soft Flock on the adult jammies, with a bit of CAD-
CUT® Glitter Flake™ for the girls.

More Matchy-Matchy 
Memories
But why stop at pajamas? The cookie baking squad (or tasting crew) 
can have matching T-shirts and aprons. And if your handwriting is 
as bad as mine, you can even do matching gift tags with pressure 
sensitive sign vinyl which can be used year after year.

So go ahead and get matchy-matchy. It is sure to make memories 
that last. And result in the cutest holiday card photo you  
have ever had! 

Tip!
Be careful with those bright colors! Dye migration is  
tricky with some flannels and thermal fabrics. Make sure  
you test your HTV for compatibility. You may need to use  
CAD-CUT®Thermo-FILM or CAD-COLOR® SuperTEK Sublistop™  
on fabrics that bleed when hit with a heat press. 
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